The First sail of 2014

b y Derek Innes

ED NOTE: For newer club memb ers, Derek and Marjorie were long time members of
FYC- very active in the racing circuit in Y’s, Hobies and Darts. They now are our
source of sailing news from their home on Victoria Island in British Columb ia where
Derek continues to sail a Dart.
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ON January 3 rd, I took our Dart 15 to nearby Elk Lake. This is the lake where Silken
Lauman trained for the 1992 Barcelona Olympics. That morning, the weather Channel
said, “sunny breaks with gusty winds and temperatures +6.” I should have paid
attention to the adjective “gusty”.
When I launched at the south end of the lake, I was heading out to the centre of the
round shaped lake when a 40 knot gust hit me with a ferocity that I had rarely
experienced before. I’m glad I had a stable boat with only 100 sq. ft. of sail and that I
had 5 decades of sailing experience under my belt. Otherwise, I could have capsi zed
in the +5 degree water with not another boat on the lake.
For about an hour, I sailed in 10-15 knot west winds -- which was all right. But every 510 minutes, these 40 knot NW winds would hit. At least I as prepared while going
upwind.
Just as I was sailing downwind to pull her out and I was quite close to shore, a 40
knot gust hit me. Normally when I land on a lee shore and it’s windy, I put the paddle
in the water over my front cross bar to act as a brake. I was going so fast that it
snapped within a second. I barely had time to think as I aimed for the gravelly beach
and not the corrugated cement ramp.
As I was driving home I thought I might have been the 1 st person in Canada to sail on
a freshwater lake in 2014. Luckily Vancouver Island missed every one of those polar
vorte xes that hit most of North America in the winter of 2013-2014.

OUR CLUB
Racing, cruising the North Channel and learning to sail; paddling; and socials.
Our getaway in the city !!!

I must have hit this gravelly beach
at 20 mph. Note the broken paddle
in the photo. The Dart swerved to
the right as I was landing directly
downwind on a starboard tack with
my sail on the port side and my
weight on the right side.

ED NOTE: Meanwhile gentle readers, while Derek was sailing in freshwater B.C.in
January, Rick and I with our two daughters were WALKING ON the fresh water of the
Grand Bend Harb our. And you all know what Fanshawe Lake would look like.

A panorama of Grand Bend from the end of the town pier in Jan 2014....not too many sails on
the horizon!

them on April 5 and

The 2014 Sailing season is nearly here!
DO YOU JUST BELONG
Are you an active member, the kind that would be missed?
Or are you just contented that your name is on the list?
Do you attend the meetings, and mingle with the flock,
Or do you stay away, and criticize and knock?
Do you take an active part to help the work along?
Or are you satisfied to be those that “just belong”?
Do you lend a hand, jump right in, and be there in the thick,
Or leave the work to just a few and then call them “the clique”?
There’s quite a program scheduled, that we’re sure you heard about,
And we’ll appreciate if you too, will come and help us out.
So come to meetings often and help with hand and heartDon’t be just a member, but take an active part.
Think this over friends; you know this can’t be wrong!
Be an active member and do not just belong
Editorial from the Barrie Examiner in the 1970”s
ED NOTE: some things never change???

2014 FYC Spring Work Parties – looking for volunteers!
Ice hills from w aves at Grand Bend and the pier
with lighthouse

The spring work parties are scheduled earlier this year because of
the Easter weekend. The plan is to have them on Sat. April 5 and
April 12, assuming the snow is gone by then!
Again, we need all members to help with the opening of the club so
that the sailing and paddling can begin!

FYC Winter Wednesday Dinner Out - March 12 and April 9 - 6 PM
The March and April FYC Ladies- night –out- of- the- kitchen will be at 8
Cui sine International buffet. This is our second time at this restaurant. In
Feb. we had 28 diners come out. We have not had that many in some time.
Can we hit 30 this month? Those who came last month seemed to enjoy the
food and the fact we had an area to ourselves. All sailors and paddlers are
welcome.
For those who have not been to this location it’s at the corner of Gore Rd
and Hamilton Rd. The Entrance is off Hamilton Rd. Hope to see you there at
6 PM. Mike

As in previous years, work begins at 9AM with free coffee. We
begin in the clubhouse where you sign in and find out what you can
help with. A complementary lunch is served to all workers. As
Fanshawe Park does not officially open for the season until April
25 th, you may need to enter the park through the north gate which
is off Fanshawe Road to the east of Clark Road. There will be a
club lock on that gate that can be opened with your small club key.
We will need people to bring tools – for sanding and painting, repairs, power tools
with extension cords, leaf blowers, garden, tree pruning and lawn tools,. Dress well
for the weather because we usually work regardless of Mother Nature’s best bluster.
Reminders and more information will be emailed to the membership as we approach
the date of the work party.

NOTE: Please do not launch boats or place personal docks on the
Saturday work parties —the ramps are needed for the club’s work. You
may do so on Sundays.

Some of the work party projects include:
1. Main docks- tires and carpeting re-installed - Lots of lifting!
2. Moorings- headed by Rob Perquin
3. Safety boats and barge launched. Boat motors installed
4. Painting safety boats, dories, race marks, picnic tables.
5. South floating docks including sailing school docks
.6. Trimming shrubbery and trees, raking leaves! Removing debris from the grounds
7. Sailing School boats will be moved out
8. Placing race marks
9. Clean out buildings, organizing equipment.

Another sailing issue which cropped up last year, not confined just to racing, is a
number of near misses between sailors and rowers on the lake, resulting in at least
one reported collision. We are reviewing existing legislation, and will be holding
meetings with lake management and the leaders of the other clubs on the lake, to
establish clear and meaningful right-of-way practices. We are a unique combination of
sail and oar here in London, with a long-standing history of both enjoying and
avoiding the wind on the lake. On the other hand, we don’t want to be responsible for
damaging the international chances of the Olympic teams that now use the calm
waters in the morning, to bring themselves to the peak of rowing perfection.
If anyone has comments about either of these two issues we are wrestling with, or
about the sail racing in general, please don’t hesitate to contact your racing
commodore. You know where to reach me.
John Kabel, Rear Commodore

Club Regatta and Social weekends
The 2014 race season has three formal regattas and Wednesday afternoon and
evening informal racing. All members are welcome.

The annual FYC June Bug Regatta is being held
on Saturday June 7th and Sunday June 8th,
2014. This is an OPEN regatta - ALL sailors
welcome!

2014 FYC Racing –Wrestling Before Racing
Your race management team is busy preparing for the three club regattas this year.
Please set aside the following weekends for competition:
June 7/8 – June Bug Regatta
August 23/24 – Club Championship
October 4/5 – The Pumpkin Regatta
We are taking a close look at the rating systems, with a view to giving the keelboat
cruisers a better chance at winning the Club Championship. This is complicated by
the small number of boats, and a number of ownership changes over the last couple
of years. We are working with statistics, to see if it would be possible to make a local
set of “Fanshawe Portsmouth Numbers.” This would bring the keelboats into
contention, but in a fair and reproducible procedure. More on this as the season
develops.

The Annual FYC Club Championship Regatta is
being held on Saturday August 23 rd and Sunday
August 24 th. Come out and compete for your
chance at winning the coveted Club
Championship Title!

The 2014 FYC Corn Roast Social will be held on this weekend for
all club members.
The annual FYC Pumpkin Regatta will be held
on Saturday October 4 th and Saturday October
th
5 , 2014. This is an open regatta – ALL sailors
welcome!

The 2014 Turkey Dinner will be hosted by the Hurst family on
Saturday night

Informal Racing at FYC

Wed/Thurs May 8 to Oct 9

Wednesday Informal Racing Wednesday afternoon and evening racing has
become a club institution with a strong core group of highly competitive racers – or
maybe not so highly competitive. A great opportunity to develop your racing skills –
starts, rig settings, knowing the wind –or just to enjoy sailing with other sailors.
Races start at 3:00 PM and 6:15 PM e very Wednesday as noted in the club calendar.
The later race may start at 6PM as the sunlight lessens in Sept-Oct.
The course is displayed on the Race Hut, and the starting line is
marked A-B.
The starting sequence uses FYC’s automatic ‘traffic lights’ rather than
the IRYU/C YA class flag sequence, although the timing of the signals
will be consistent with the new rules as of 200I.
Volunteers are needed to help set courses and begin the start
sequence at these races....it can be shared by a group of
volunteers so that no one need to be there every race.

2014 FYC Cruising – North Channel Cruise – adventure
Win the two middle weeks of July.

If you are interested in cruising this year, please contact
Mark Anderson mark7anderson@yahoo.ca 519 -951-8637

There seems to be good interest in the cruise this year. Meetings will be held to
ensure everyone has the right gear, ability to anchor, safety equipment, navigational
tools and so on. There will be a Saturday anchoring practice scheduled in June.
And.....

There is even an alternative to your own sailboat available for the first
time this year! Read on sailors seeking comfort......
ED NOTE: Marty Jackson, an FYC memb er, has b egun a small sailb oat charter
business in the North Channel with McGregor sailb oats. The idea is fantastic for
anyone who wishes to cruise but either needs a larger yacht or doesn’t want to de -rig,
haul and re-rig their b oat --- then do it again to go home. That time can be devoted to
sailing!
So now is your opportunity to join the FYC cruisers to sail the beautiful North
Channel or to head out in the Channel on your own. No more worries!

I offer 26' boats that have most everything the large yachts have except the size and
price. I have chosen the North Channel as the cruising area because it is one of the
most beautiful places on the planet to cruise. Now we as sailors of smaller yachts
have an opportunity to cruise on a reasonable size boat at a reasonable price.
Please tell your sailing friends to take a look at the findingpeace.info website for
booking information. Contact us by email info@findingppeace.info or phone
519-670-3773
Marty Jackson
www.northchannelcharters.com
info@findingpeace.info

Someone asked me. Why have I have created a sailing charter company?
It's about following a dream and making dreams come alive. I want to share that.
After our 2 year old daughter was diagnosed with leukaemia I took a long hard look at
my life. I wasn't doing the things I loved. I was caught in the rat race and was blind to
it. Now things had to be different!
Now it was a matter of life and death. Well at least having death presented as an
ominous close conclusion. I wanted to give my family a fun and happy life. Not just
dream but live our dreams.
That's when I got a sailboat. It is a fun family activity that will create great life long
memories! Just what I wanted. My wife and I having grown up on the water were now
giving the experience to our daughter. Jasmine (Squeaky) is 6 now and cancer free!
She loves the boat, nature and the chance to learn. She is starting to see the
importance of getting out in to nature on a sailboat and being one with it.
I chose the name Finding Peace Sail Charters because that's what it's all about.
Finding a bit of peace in today's world. It's also about having fun and enjoying times
with family and friends.
My charter company is designed to make sailing and cursing available to those sailors
that wouldn't normally be able to get there boat to a very desirable cruising area. I
help afford the same cruising experience while having made an alternative to high
priced large yacht charters. We have been so graciously given the opportunity to
share our boats with others so they can make great memories with their families.

The North Channel –
Town of Little Current

One challenge will be to secure the dock to the shore in a way that keeps the
walkway in place and functions with changing water levels and stress on the
system with bats and wind. Any good ideas? Let the Exec know!
The cost estimate is about $6000. The plan is not yet finalized by the
membership.
2.

Two safety boats have been purchased
along with a new motor this year. One
of the old safety boats will be kept to use
for chores on the water. A second motor
will be purchased next season. The
safety boats selected are Carolina
Skiffs, a 12 foot and a 14 foot.

3.

Our 2014 FYC Club Executive and Officers slate was approved and you
can find it on the club website www.fyc.on.ca under the tab The Club ,
choose Current Officers.

4.

The club will be asking all members to affix a plate to their
trailers with a name plate so they will be able to identify the
trailer should some problem arise.

FYC Sailing School
There is no formal report from our sailing school Director, Mary Watson. The S.S.
School Committee continues to interview individuals for the 2014 school staff.
Classes are filling at a good rate for this time of year. Depending on the enrolment,
there will be a number of purchases to replace and repair equipment this year. This
has been discussed at the last two General Meetings.

5.
There are now 11 individuals interested in being on the racing team for 2014. This
year, some students will be on the race team part time as it is difficult to commit 2
months of the summer for some families.

There was discussion of having kids from the Church at Medway and Clark
Rd come to Wednesday racing as crews

6.

All course and registration forms are available at the club website along with the
schedules.
On Ontario Grant is being pursued this year to assist in salaries but no Trillium grant
is being pursed now.

Wed Racing: There is a need for volunteers to help run the informal racing
on Wednesday. This will involve setting course and starting the race
countdown sequence. If an yone is interested in working on this, please
contact John Kabel, Rear Commodore and he can explain what is required.

7.

Postage increases: With the increase in postage and reductions in home
delivery in the future along with increased printing costs , we would like to try
to go paperless for the majority of our mailings.

FYCSS will be offering two week session to two students from the Boys and Girls
Club.

If you have email, we would like to be in touch by email with you. Club
Communications (Sue Goldt) will let you know by email of any upcoming
events, issues, meetings. The club newsletter will be posted on our club
website and the link will be sent to you by email once it is posted. There will
be a few printed copies of the Dockside Scuttlebutt available in the
clubhouse during the sailing season and at meetings in the off season. We
do still have some members without computers and certainly will remain in
touch with them by Canada Post.

FYC General Meetings for January
and February
Following is a brief summary of the meetings in the past two months:
1.

Docks; This year, improvements are considered necessary for the south
floating docks. One dock will be replaced in 2014 and, after reviewing the
success of that system, the second dock will be replaced. The new dock will
be a floating EZ docks system. The plan is to purchase 3 docks sections
measuring 5x10 feet that will be connected. A walkway will be built from
shore to dock.

I would really appreciate your help with our paperless plan if you can.
Thanks Sue Goldt.
8.

2014 Open Trails London will include Fanshawe Park this summer and the
club will participate in this event. This is in addition to our Open House May
24/25. The event is currently scheduled for June 15 at the club. We will need

greeters and tour guides. It was suggested that a brochure be available for
handout as well.
The admission to the park will be free for specified times: (this is tentative to
date)
June 14 from 10am to 4 pm - free admission will permit people to attend the
Rowbust Dragon Boat Festival, hiking and mountain bike trails and a camper
garage sale from 10 to noon.
June 15 from 10 to 4 – Tours of the Watershed Conservation Centre and
Fanshawe Dam, fish sampling and pond life demos. Canoe and camping
demos, hiking and biking displays, Fanshawe Yacht Club tours, Children’s
Safety Village and YMC A Camps Division Open House and Info.

Register for tours online at www.fanshaweconservationarea.ca
If tour spaces remain, registration can be done onsite at the Welcome Tent
9.

Treasurer’s Report – Members applications are arriving on the desk.
It was discovered that the accountant the club hired is spending more time
managing the club’s finances than was originally budgeted for so the cost
will increase. If there is a club member who has book keeping skills who
would like to volunteer to prepare papers for submission to our Accountant,
please contact John Bryant.

The Winter Whine at Commodore Brian and Admiral Nath’s
Off- boat Residence
We had a wonderful “whine” at the Hurst’s last Saturday but I don’t recall
coming to any conclusions on the topics of discussion...
Topics of discussion:
Why is it so “blanking” cold?
Will the snow ever leave?
Will the ice be off the lake by the first work party?
Where did Jeff get the striped life jacket and is it legal in Canada?
Is Hans Going to rename “Tinker” and what are the odds he will paint
it blue?
We were treated to the return of part of the crew who rented a spacious
catamaran for a weeklong trip in the British Virgin Islands. Tans and Jim and
Carleen in swimsuits, flip-flops and tees brightened the room. We had
opportunity to see the movie “All is Lost” with comments of “what ?” and “why
would he do that?” In another room, yachts racing surged across another
screen. We had an opportunity to view the slideshow from the Virgin Islands

with great snork elling, turtles, porpoises, beautiful vistas and....no snow as
far as you could see!
A really enjoyable evening brought spring a bit closer in our minds. Thanks
Brian and Nathalie!

Classifieds
Fireball
Christie and I are looking to sell our Fireball. It fits 2 people, quite fast, and needs a
bit of work.
CONTACT: Nikkadamus Roberts
1985 Sirius 22'
with trailer (new tires 2012), Johnson 9.9 two stroke motor, bimini, dodger,
safety equipment as per TC , $6,000 obo
CONTACT: Mary Watson
Gunnel Boarding Ladder
I bought a new over the gunnel boarding ladder for the Edel but it will not work on that
boat. $10 brand new.
CONTACT: Mike Morris
Y-Flyer Y-1796
Wood, 5-stay, with sails, trailer, and boat cover. Deck was
repainted red in 2011 and white hull was refinished in
2013. Asking $3,000. Other photos may be seen on the
FYC website filed under "Jack Blocker."
CONTACT: 519-439-5937.

Spring Courses offered through the London Power
and Sail Squadron http://powerandsail.ca

ED NOTE: As sailing memb ers of FYC, we have a membership to Ontario Sailing.
This also provides some b enefits to you. Take some time to check out the Ontario
Sailing (OSA) web site. There is a lot of info on sailing in this fine province. Here are
the current service discounts on that site!

Member Services/Benefits

Manure... An interesting fact
Manure: In the 16th and 17th centuries, everything had to be transported by ship and
it was also before the invention of commercial fertilizers, so large shipments of
manure were quite common.
It was shipped dry, because in dry form it weighed a lot less than when wet, but once
water (at sea) hit it, not only did it become heavier, but the process of fermentation
began again, of which a by product is methane gas of course.. As the stuff was stored
below decks in bundles you can see what could (and did) happen.
Methane began to build up below decks and
the first time someone came below at night
with a lantern, BOOM! Se veral ships were
destroyed in this manner before it was
determined just what was happening
After that, the bundles of manure were always
stamped with the instruction ' Stow high in
transit ' on them, which meant for the sailors to
stow it high enough off the lower decks so that
any water that came into the hold would not
touch this volatile cargo and start the
production of methane.
Thus evolved the term ' S.H.I.T ‘, (Stow High In Transit) which has come down
through the centuries and is in use to this very da y.
ED NOTE: It’s a sailing term!!!...who knew?

http://ontariosailing.ca/members-services/member-servicesbenefits/
Growing the Sport
HUB International Personal Tax Receipting Procedures
Brochure
Insurance Program
for Member Organizations
outlines many of our
benefits
Mark’s Work Wearhouse
Discount Program

Training Membership
Program

Club Safety Manual
*Coming Soon*

Dell Computers Member
Pricing

First Aid supplies,
defibrillator purchases &
training

CO2 Inflatables

Fendock Dock Systems

Sail Canada 2013-2016
Roots Canada
Race Management Manual
- Free Download

Government Acts &
Sun Life Financial – Affinity
Employment Contracts Info Insurance Program
(Personal Healthcare,
Critical Illness or Term Life
Insurance)

Manulife Financial – Affinity
Insurance Program
(Basic Critical Illness,
Health and Dental and
Travel Insurance)

Medieval Times

Royal Ontario Museum

SmartBoater.ca

Infrastructure Ontario

BackCheck

ClubWorkTrac and
SailReg.ca

Sail Canada - PSA
Membership Benefits

Sail Canada - PSA
Membership Benefits FAQ

iSport Solutions

FY C 2014 SCHEDULE

April 5
Apr 12
April 18-21
Apr 24
Apr 25
Apr 26

Spring work party #1
Spring work party #2
Easter Weekend
General Meeting 7PM
HMCS Prevost, 19 Becher S
Fanshawe Park opens for 2014 season
Dragon boat Docks In

Visit the club website for more details www.fyc.on.ca
FYC MEETINGS
Executive Meetings: Held the first Monday of each month – submit information or
enquiries to the Club Secretary, Colleen Ellison – Wareing in
advance.
General Meetings : Held the last Thursday of the month from Nov to Apr

Ma y 18
Ma y 19
Ma y 24/25

Commodore’s Sail Past and Reception
Victoria Day Fireworks at Fanshawe
FYC club and sailing school Open House:
10 AM to 4PM

Jun 7-8

June Bug regatta—open

Jun 14

3rd Annual Fanshawe Dragon boat Festival

RACING
Informal Racing: May 7 to Oct 8 Ever y Wednesday afternoon and e vening.
Alternate day, Thursday. All sailing school students are welcome.
Formal Racing: three regattas are scheduled

Feb 12

Feb 15

FYC Winter Wed dinner out
6 PM at 8 Cuisine Int ernational buffet

Corner of Gore Rd and Hamilton Rd.
The Entrance is off Hamilton Rd.
FYC Breakfast at Richie’s –9 AM
Southwest corner of Fanshawe Park Road &
Richmond Street (1673 Richmond St,

Feb 27

general meeting 7PM
HMCS Prevost, 19 Becher S
____________________________________________________________________
Mar 1

Mar 15

Jul 12 to 26 (approx)
North Channel Cruise
____________________________________________________________________
Aug 23-24

Club Championship- club only
Corn roast on Aug 23

Sept 20
Sep 27

Fall work party -Sailing School
2nd Annual Dragon Boat Challenge
A fun day of paddling skill, sailors welcome!!!

Oct 4-5
Oct 17
Oct 18
Oct 25

Pumpkin Regatta
Annual turkey dinner – Oct 3
Fanshawe Park Closes
Fall work party #1
Fall work party # 2

Nov TBA
Nov 27

FYC Banquet
Annual Budget Meeting

FYC Breakfast at Richie’s –9 AM

Southwest corner of Fanshawe Park Road &
Richmond Street (1673 Richmond St,
Mar 12

Jun 14/15
UTRCA Trails Open London and Fanshawe Outdoor Da y
Jun 15
Father’s Day Breakfast and Fun race
____________________________________________________________________

FYC Winter Wed dinner out
6 PM at 8 Cuisine International buffet

Corner of Gore Rd and Hamilton Rd.
The Entrance is off Hamilton Rd.
FYC Breakfast at Richie’s –9 AM
Southwest corner of Fanshawe Park Road &

Mar 27

General Meeting 7PM
HMCS Prevost, 19 Becher S
___________________________________________________________________

Self-Rescue
ED NOTE: Well, as my kids remind me, I am now officially “old”, “elderly” “aged”
“gaga”...I prefer “mature”, venerable” experienced”, “wise”. So, how do I reconcile the
changes happening if I still wish to sail my Laser at a Master’s level?
I discovered a few changes that supports the adage - the older you get, the b etter you
realize you were. Certainly my roll tacks are slower than and mayb e not as graceful
as in the past. By the time I decide to take the lift that the puff offers, it has already
reached the other shore – that’s assuming that I recognize that b lurred darkening on
the water correctly as a puff rather than an algae b loom or cloud shadow. Hiking is
not a prob lem b ut one does need to come b ack in at some point to tack. Even the
assurance that you actually did tie a knot in the tail end of the line or put the b ung
plug in is in question. These are all things one can deal with b ut can lead to the most
critic al issue -- changes in self-rescue skills.

The Voice of Experience Speaks on the Topic of
Self-Rescue After a Capsize
by Uncle Al (Canadian Wayfarer Assoc)
Your Uncle Al has capsized often enough to qualify as an expert in self-rescue. In
fact, my wife, Julia, and I hold a record that is unlikely to ever be broken: We
‘dumped’ in every one of the do zen or so events on the 1978 North American
Wayfarer calendar! Prepare for the Worst!
Before we even start to talk of self-rescue, it is essential to talk about the preparations
that every Wa yfarer owner - racers and non-racers alike - must make! Specifically, we
owe it to ourselves and to those who might have to rescue us, to make certain that
our Wayfarer complies with Class Rule 34 - Buoyancy.

And you can still get into trouble, even with perfect buoyancy, if you don't have your
hatches properly battened down (b elow left, W852 in the 1973 North Americans
where a lunch-time b eaching had left Al's centreb oard stuck in the up position and Al
capsized the b oat in a fit of rage and in a last-ditch ill-advised attempt at freeing the
board from b elow - of course the front hatch was off since it was such a nice, not very
windy day!), or make the mistake of taking the hatch cover off to see why your bow is
so low in the water after the capsize (b elow right, Uncle Al the 1974 North
Americans!)

Needless to say, a proper PFD - worn or easily accessible - for each individual aboard
and clothing appropriate to wind and water temperature plus a functional bailing
bucket (tied to the boat!!!) are also absolutely essential.
When the worst happens
Many of us live in fear of capsizing on a windy day. One of the best ways to remove
some of that fear is to do some practice capsizes in a nice, controlled environment.
When I was a Junior Sailing instructor, we found that capsize practice was one of the
kids' favourite activities, and of course, they soon lost any fear of capsizing that they
might have had.
But let us assume that you have had no capsize experience. What is the worst that
can happen? Probably, it's a death roll where the boat capsizes to windward on a run
and immediately "turtles" (inverts, goes mast down). With the mainsail all the way out,
sail and mast can knife through the water very quickly, and in theory, the hull can
come over right on top of you. I for one, was very scared of such a thing happening to
me and of getting trapped under the hull. But it has been my experience (alas, too
frequent!) that you still end up beside the hull not under it, even after a death roll.
Moreover, the famous UK cruiser, Ralph Roberts, assures me that there is no
problem even if you do end up under the hull. There is lots of space between the
surface of the water and the floor of the boat. In fact, Ralph pointed out that in really
vicious sea conditions, he has deliberately sought a bit of shelter from the waves by
going under the hull.

So we'll assume you have just done a death roll and are now floating beside you r
turtled Wayfarer. The good news is, that all the wild excitement tinged with fear is now
over. You can relax - unless, God forbid, your are sailing in shark-infested waters.
Check that your partner is also OK, and think what a good story this adventure will
make. A bit of humour is always good - especially if your crew tends to get a bit
nervous.
I still remember one of my first death rolls. We had driven most of the night to get to
our Spring Regatta on the Chesapeake Bay but awoke to the news that racing would
be cancelled for the Saturday due to small craft warnings for the Bay. Well, after
driving all that way, my crew and I decided to take W852 out for a little run anyway.
Fortunately both wind and water were warm for early Ma y as we beat north into 12foot waves. After a couple of miles, we decided we had earned the right to a nice ride
downwind, and bore off to broad reach back down to the Podickory Point YC. The first
wave we caught seemed to carry us forever on an exhilarating wild plane but as w e
started down the second wave, our nicely balanced helm became a non -existent
helm. I looked back just in time to see our rudder blade porpoising about 30 feet
astern. By this time the boat had borne away radically and the next thing I recall I was
floating beside a turtled W852 with my crew, Freddie. There was not another boat in
sight anywhere, and the Bay looked awfully big as we climbed onto the hull.
"Freddie!" I said to my crew, "You missed a couple of spots here when you cleaned
the bottom of the boat!!!" That gave us both something to smile at and then we sat for
a while and planned our course of action before we went about the job of trying to
rescue ourselves. We were certainly glad we had the prescribed bailing bucket, but
without a rudder, things were challenging. We ended up working our way downwind
towards the PDYC - under jib alone, I believe, and steering with a paddle and
someone came out in a motor boat to tow us the final 100 yards before the outgoing
tide could sweep us past the harbour mouth.
Recovering from capsize
As far as I'm aware, the approved procedure taught in most sailing schools in Canada
is that one of the crew should swim forward and hold the bow head to wind. With all
due respect, I can't see how that helps. In fact, the last thing I want to be doing with a
boat full of water is pointing straight into a 20-knot wind. By the time I've stopped
going backwards, I'm sure I'll capsize again - not to mention having sapped my crew's
strength.
In my (extensive) experience, the ideal position for a boat you want to right, is
sideways to the wind. However, you do want to make certain that you
never right the boat with the mast and mainsail pointing towards the wind!
I did that once in a Fireball and of course the wind got under the main and flipped the
entire hull and mess of tangled ropes right over on top of me. That was the closest
I've ever come to panic as I struggled to get untangled before the hull trapped me.
Al's note 2 Dec 09: Thanks to Chris Codling whose 2009 International Rally pics
included this series of pics that shows "what you should not do", as Papa Bear once
said in the Bernstein Bears' The Bike Lesson - the very thing I've been on the look-out
for:

The tow boat is not
helping any by
turning away from
shore and towards
the camera. A 90°
turn to port will leave
this mast pointing
more or less into the
wind, where the crew
working to right the
boat will likely
discover that righting
is easier with the
main reefed. And
once the head of the
main comes clear of the water the righting process becomes all too easy as ...

... the stiff breeze fills the sail,
whips it to the lee side (head
down, crew!!) with a 99%
chance of ...

... another capsize - even with this
reefed main - imagine how much
more certain a full main would
make the second capsize!! Noble
effort by the crew but doomed to
failure, I expect. The good news is
that now the mast will be pointing
downwind for the second try at rerighting.

In defence of the rescue team!!
Hi Al,
Glad you found the pics ideal for your guide to capsizing! Obviously they do illustrate
your points well, and I wouldn't suggest there is any need to amend your statements,
but in defence of the (brilliant!) French instructors, the situation occurred near the
mouth of a tidal river in Brittany, and the current needed to be experienced to be
believed. The guy on the rescue craft therefore had to hold the boat against the
current, rather than the wind direction being any priority. As can be seen in the
photos, the back tank is at least partially flooded (not surprising with the inverted boat
being pinned against a fish farm by the flood tide for 20 to 30 mins), so the transom of
the boat is beneath the water when righted, making it incredibly unstable. In fact, I
thought the only chance of saving the boat would be to tow it in its inverted state to
the shore - obviously sacrificing the mast, but at least saving the boat. The fact that
the instructor did somehow manage to get it to shore in an upright position was down
to his great skill. (I didn't see the latter stages, as I took the Dutch crew back to our
base for a hot shower and change into dry clothes)...
Best wishes, Ralph
The good news is, however, that a capsized or turtled boat most often seems to end
up lying sideways on to the wind direction with the mast pointing where you want it downwind!
In any case, recovering from
a "Greenlander"
(as the Danes call it when the mast points down at the bottom of the sea), is a
three-stage operation (if your mast is already horizontal, skip step A)
A. to move the mast from vertical (pointing at the sea bed) to horizontal
1. If necessary and possible, uncleat main and jib sheets so that you will not have to
drag your main and jib through the water like giant paddles.

of line available, around the leeward shroud at deck level and use it the way you
would use the jib sheet. (I have not tried this but it makes sense, I think/hope?)
B. righting the boat from the mast horizontal position
The standard way to accomplish this by having one or both crew members stand on
the centreboard. The further out you move from the hull, the more leverage you will
exert. The routine should be as follows:
1. Boat position: Make sure that your mast is pointing straight downwind or at least
no more than about 45º to either side of straight downwind. This is one time when it's
worth swimming the bow around until the mast points in the right direction!!
2. Sail preparation: If necessary and possible, lower the spinnaker (if it was flying),
and uncleat main and jib sheets so that you will not have to lift a ton of water as well
as the sails.
3. Getting the le verage: Put the centreboard into its full down position.
4. Using the leverage: One crew now stands on the centreboard, grabs the edge of
the deck and tries to hang his butt as far out to as possible in order to start the mast
back to a vertical position. Depending on the situation and crew weight, it may require
both crews on the centreboard to get the job done, especially if main and jib sheet are
not completely freed. Except under exceptional circumstances - which I cannot at this
time imagine - do not lower any of your sails except a spinnaker that may have been
up. The main and jib have an excellent dampening effect on the speed of bringing the
boat back upright at a reasonable speed and even more importantly, they make the
boat far less prone to inverting/turtling/doing a Greenlander! And besides, you'll need
those sails to complete your self-rescue!!!
5. Getting one person back into the boat: With practice, you will be able to judge
the moment of no return and flip yourself back into the boat as she rights - rather than
waiting for the mast to get totally vertical and then trying to climb back into the boat
(which is not always easy - especially if you're wearing bulky clothes and PFD). Only
one person should do this. The other should hang onto the hull and relax for a
moment.
An impressive method that I've seen a 5-0-5 use, is having the heavier person stand
on the lowered board while the lighter person remains "inside" the cockpit. The boat is
then righted with one person already in it and ready to do the necessary to keep the
boat under control and not let it capsize again.

2. If necessary and possible, put the centreboard into its full down position.
C. Completing the Recovery
3. One crew now stands (as best he can!) on the windward rubrail, grabs the tip of
the board and tries to hang his butt as far out to as possible in order to start the mast
back to a horizontal position. Depending on the situation and crew weight, it may
require both crews hanging off the centreboard tip to get the job done, especially if
main and jib sheet are not freed. And of course, if your mast is stuck in mud, you will
most likely require outside assistance
.
4. If, for any reason, the centreboard cannot be used for the above purpose, use the
jib sheet instead of the centreboard. I've done this, and it works! Grab the jib sheet on
the leeward side, lead it over the hull towards the windward side and then hang off it
while standing on the windward rubrail. And if you can't find a jib sheet, tie any piece

1. Uncle Al's Special Trick!!! The very first thing you should do after getting one
person back into the boat, is to fully raise the centreboard.
Wayfarer Man and I learned this the hard way in the '92 Worlds at Hayling Isla nd. In
(warm!) winds of Force 6-7, we were one of 28 of 52 boats to dump. Having
thoroughly washed MOJO (kindly lent to us by Phil Warner!), we righted her with no
problem in the two-metre chop, but the first gust put her over once more as she
"tripped" over the fully lowered centreboard. We re-righted MOJO a second time, let
the sails totally luff and this time, raised the board completely.

With the board up, no forward momentum , and sails totally luffing, the boat will
stabilize sideways on to the wind, even when filled with water - i.e. you don't need to
touch the tiller, and heel is no particular problem!!! You can just sit and relax, so I've
taken to calling this R & R mode (Rest & Relaxation).
2. Retrieving the crew: The beauty of going into the R & R mode (board up, no
forward momentum, and sails totally luffing) is that you are now free to concentrate on
essentials such as helping your crew get back into the boat. You can help him or her
a lot by simply heeling the boat to windward (until the windward gunwale is under
water, if necessary!!) to enable your crew to crawl/slide over the gunwale and ba ck
into the boat. While such heeling would be suicide if you had any forward momentum,
it is perfectly safe when the boat is dead in the water - if you'll pardon the expression!
3. Clean-Up: Now that you are both safely back aboard, is a good time to do a bit of
cleaning up. For starters, grab any gear that is in danger of floating away such as
paddles, floor boards or half empty cognac bottles, and store them as best you can - if
all else fails, one of you can hold onto these while the other bails!
4. Bailing: Of course, your bailing bucket was tied to the boat, right? We (often) tie
ours to a halyard. Another of the bonuses of the R & R mode is that the fully raised
centreboard keeps the water from gushing into the boat through the centreboard box
faster than you can bail. You'll still take water over the side occasionally but we found
that even in the nasty Hayling chop, we were fairly easily able to bail MOJO to the
point where the water was barely above the floorboards and we could sail again. You
may as well close your automatic bailers, before you start using the bucket. The R &
R mode is also good for letting you take the time to remove in relative calm, any ropes
that have partially escaped through the bailers. Closing the bailers will also make s ure
that no ropes get stuck in them - something that always seems to happen if you leave
the bailers open after you capsize.
5. Getting underway once more: Once you have lowered the water level in the boat
to near the floorboard level, it is pretty safe to stop bailing and start sailing. But first,
remember to
 stow any loose gear that may get in your way and ropes that may want to go
out through your bailers with the water
 grab some refreshment before the real action starts again
 put the board half down, open the bailers and move your crew weight well aft
 sail a reach for best bailing speed


Note : I have seen Wayfarers capsized, righted, and sailed dry without the benefit of
bucket bailing - once even with the spinnaker up in a "kuling" (30 knots +) on
Furesøen near Copenhagen. One of these days, I must try that. Although I've ne ver
managed this myself, it is clear that you must put your crew weight as far aft as is
possible. If you do it right, I suspect you should be able to slop a lot of your in -boat
water out the back of the boat over the transom - even at speeds that would not be
enough to make your bailers work - provided that your weight aft has almost
submerged the transom. The other benefit of weight aft once the boat starts moving is
that the pointy section of the bow (which will easily deflect your course and overpower
your rudder when the boat is full of water and/or going fast), will be out of the water

and you'll be sailing on the flatter, more forgiving aft sections of the hull. I'd be happy
to hear from anyone who would care to share the experience they've gained using
this method.
from Uncle Al (W3854)
ED NOTE: Oka y, this is all was great, but I have no crew to haul me back into the
Laser and as an older female sailor, my upper body strength is sufficient to bench
press at least 30 grams. What to do, what to do?
Last summer, I tied a floating line from the mast to the back attachment of my hiking
strap with a fair bit of free line. This worked amazingly well once the boat was upright
to allow me to place my foot on the line and boost myself into the boat. This winter, I
purchased a boarding ladder comprised of rope and plastic steps. This will be affixed
amid ship and will have a line that allows me to pull it to the side needed. Hopefully,
the ladder can be used to right the boat as Al did with the jib sheet (when the center
board was in the raised position) as well as to re-board. It may also be useful on the
Sirius as an alternative to the fixed metal transom ladder. Will test t in the spring!

New Products- Lehr debuts new 15 hp propane-powered outboard
ED NOTE: Periodically, I will include new products in the newsletter. If you discover
something of good use to club memb ers – please send it along and we can include it
for interest.
Published on Tuesday, 18 February 2014 19:08
Since Lehr Outboard’s entrance into the marine industry just a few years ago, the
rapidly expanding company has been turning heads and winning technology awards
for its innovative small, clean-burning, propane-fueled four-stroke engines.
Lehr, is continuing its success with its latest advancement; a new 15 hp outboard.
The reliable engine is making its debut at Lehr’s exhibit (#U55) in the main show hall
at the Miami International Boat Show Feb. 13 - 17. It will be on display with Lehr’s
2.5, 5 and 9.9 hp units.
New for 2014 - world’s first internal battery; trul y portable OB for small craft &
sailboats Lehr’s new 15 and its 9.9 feature the world’s first internal electric start
battery weighing less than two lbs., eliminating extra weight or clutter of a typical lead
acid battery in the boat. It comes in eight, 15” or 20” shaft models using a typical five
gal., BBQ propane tank.
Upon seeing the positive impact his first green products had on the environment,
Herzer was inspired even more to continue applying his patents to create products
with higher power and cleaner emissions which could run more efficiently on propane.
“There has been a lot of media coverage about the negative impacts on marine
engines of today’s gasoline blended with corn ethanol,” said Herzer. “It has ruined
many outboards.”

“Propane has so many benefits over gasoline: higher 110 octane and lasts
indefinitely, it’s lower in cost, there’s no risk of gas polluting the water, no ethanol or
fuel-related issues, zero evaporative emissions, easy no-choke starts, no priming, no
carburetor gum-up and no winterizing,” he said. “Gas is difficult to transport and store.
Most sail boaters’ disdain gas, plus the carbon monoxide fumes it produces can be
harmful to boaters and the environment.”
Among its many awards and accolades Lehr won the EPA clean-air excellence
award for helping to improve the nation’s air and water quality. Herzer and his new
technology were also recently featured on engine enthusiast Jay Leno’s Garage TV
show, with a green segment of Lehr’s environmentally friendly products. Leno, like
Herzer, is a long-time proponent of propane which is plentiful in North America
reducing our nation’s dependence on foreign oil.
Besides outboards, which have a warranty of three years, Lehr also designs and
engineers propane-powered generators, leaf blowers, lawn trimmers and lawn
mowers.

